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I. INTRODUCTION

This report details the progress made by ARAP over the past year
towards the development of a computer model for determining the
detailed low-level atmospheric distributions of velocity, temperature,
moisture, refractive index, and the turbulent variances of these
quantities for marine environments. Since low-level clouds or fog are
a frequent occurrence in the marine boundary layer, the prediction of the
formation, evolution, and dissipation of these features is a necessary
integral part of the desired model. In addition to appropriately
modeling the turbulent transport of momentum, heat, and moisture, this
necessitates the incorporation of the physics of thermal radiation and
moisture change of phase into the boundary layer dynamics.

In the next section we give a very brief review of our research
program in marine boundary layer modeling. This is followed by a
discussion of model developments and model calculations performed over
the period of this contract. Three papers prepared for publication
during this period are incorporated as Appendices A, B and C.

II. BACKGROUND

ARAP's approach to the problem of modeling the atmospheric
boundary layer for marine environments has been to use the invariant
second-order closure model of turbulence developed by Dr. Coleman duP.
Donaldson and his associates at ARAP over the past few years. The
fundamentals of this approach are given in Reference 1. A review of
the status of this model as applied to a wide variety of turbulent
flow problems is given in Reference 2. Particular applications of the
model as applied to atmospheric problems, including comparisons with
experimental data, are documented in References 2- 6.

Reference 7 is a technical report detailing the model development,
sample calculations, and verification comparisons made under our
initial contract. It describes the addition of humidity and the
second-order turbulence correlations involving humidity as variables
to our dry atmospheric boundary layer program previously developed for
the Environmental Protection Agency. Using the predicted distributions
of temperature, humidity, and pressure, a calculation of the modified
refractive index, M , was incorporated in the program. Local minimums
in the M distribution with respect to altitude directly indicate the
presence of a radar duct. Since we are predicting the second-order
correlations between the turbulent fluctuations in temperature and
humidity as well as the average scale of the turbulence, we have

• i . .. . .... .. . .



available the information to also compute the structure of the
fluctuations in refractivity.

Reference 7 includes the results of several sample calculations;
e.g.: (a) a sample calculation using output from FNWC (supplied by
J. Kaitala) as upper and surface boundary conditions for our boundary
layer program; (b) a comparison of predicted temperature structure
parameters with the observations of Wyngaard, et al. (Reference 8);
(c) a calculation with boundary conditions roughly corresponding to
the conditions observed in the Atlantic Tradewind Experiment by
Augstein, Schmidt, and Ostapoff (Reference 9); and (d) a calculation
simulating shoreline conditions for either a dry land breeze over the
sea or a moist sea breeze over dry land.

The second year of the research called for two major modifications
to the model described in Reference 7. These were to (a) increase the
dimensions of the program to a two-dimensional, unsteady calculation
to permit the prediction of shoreline conditions developing in time,
and (b) to incorporate the radiative flux divergence term into the
one-dimensional system of equations in a coupled manner. These
developments are detailed in Reference 10.

The two-dimensional, unsteady version of the model was used to
calculate the typical variation in the coastal planetary boundary
layer (Reference 11). The resulting diurnal variation in the sea
breeze induced by the strong stability difference in the boundary
layer response over the land and that over the water produces a strong
asymmetry between the sea-breeze and the land-breeze circulation
patterns. In previous sea-breeze models, it was necessary to impose
eddy viscosities which were a strong function of time and space to
gain this asymmetry. In the present model, it was achieved without
the need to introduce any new empirical information.

The incorporation of a coupled radiation model is important under
stable atmospheric conditions when the comparative ratio of the
divergence of radiation heat flux to that of the turbulent heat flux
may reach order one. The primary coupling between the turbulent
transport and radiation comes through the humidity distribution. The
water vapor content has a strong influence on the long-wave radiative
cooling, while the liquid water content strongly controls the short-
wave radiative heating. Reference 10 describes the initial radiative
model coupled into our program to simulate these effects in the
boundary layer.

The third year's effort was divided between exercising our model
for verification purposes, and extending its capability. The sample
calculations are detailed in References 12 and 13. These sample

.! calculations demonstrate the strong dynamic interaction between
turbulent transport and thermal radiation. In general, the agreement
between model predictions and field observations is encouraging.
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A number of extensions to the model's capability were also made.
These include: (1) the removal of the hydrostatic approximation;
(2) the incorporation of condensation and radiation into the
two-dimensional, unsteady model; and (3) the ability to determine the
influence of particle size on the turbulent transport of aerosols.
We also investigated, analytically, some of the relationships between
parameters governing distinct fronts in the planetary boundary layer,
as an aid toward the detailed computation of the structure of such
fronts.

Probably the most important result detailed in the most recent
contract report (Reference 14) was the calculation of the longitudinal
roll-vortex structure which frequently characterizes the large
turbulent eddies in the marine, atmospheric boundary layer. Results
of this calculation are also detailed in References 15 and 16. From
these results it appears that in the middle region of the mixed layer,
more than half of the vertical momentum, heat, and humidity flux is
carried by the large roll structure rather than the small-scale
turbulence.

Limited comparisons with AMTEX and Great Lakes data are included
in Reference 14 along with a detailed discussion of the field
observation requirements for definitive model verification and a
discussion of several improvements in the numerical techniques used.

Appendices A, B and C are three papers written during the
present contract period. Appendix A is the result of the major part
of our effort devoted to the incorporation of an anisotropic length
scale into our boundary layer model. It is being submitted to the
Journal of Fluid Mechanics. Appendix B was written for a workshop on
water vapor in the atmosphere held at Vail, Colorado, in September
1979. It reviews the problem of modeling the transport of water4 vapor through the atmospheric boundary layer. It will be published
by Academic Press later this year. Appendix C is being published as
a paper in a volume on Turbulent Shear Flows resulting from the 2nd
International Symposium on that subject held in London, July 1979.
This is an expanded version of the paper which appeared in the

Symposium proceedings and which was included as an appendix to
Reference 14.

Ill. MODEL DEVELOPMENTS

A. Incorporation of Two Scales

A major part of our effort during the current contract has been

3
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devoted to the incorporation of an anisotropic length scale into our
boundary layer model. Physically the modification amounts to
recognizing that when there is a significant difference between the
horizontal scale of a turbulent fluctuation and its vertical scale
two modifications in the model are indicated. First, the pressure
scrambling term which we have previously modeled as a simple tendency-
towards-isotropy term must be broken into two terms. A term which
tends to transfer energy from the component with the shorter length
scale to that with the longer length scale must be added to the simple
tendency-towards-isotropy term. Second, the dissipation length scale
needs to be a weighted average between the two scales. The weighting
we have chosen is the inverse of the cube of the respective velocity
variances since the dissipation has dimensions of a velocity cubed
over the length scale. As detailed in Appendix A, the modification
in the model makes a major improvement in predicting the horizontal
velocity variance near the surface under unstable conditions. Our
standard model leaves OH/u . as a function of Z/L in the surface
layer with no direct dependence on Zi/L . Observations, and the
modified model, show that just the opposite occurs.

B. Comments on an Integral Model Based on the Second-Order Closure
Equations

Considerable time was spent during this contract period
investigating the development of a numerical model of the planetary
boundary layer based on utilizing integrals of the second-order
equations. The idea is to make maximum use of a few vertical grid
points. To accomplish this it is necessary to position the grid
where the variables show the maximum variation and/or make use of
layer-averaged equations which are less sensitive to local gradients.
We have attempted two different approaches to this problem. One is
to introduce parameterized vertical distributions for the mean
variables and turbulent correlations of interest and formally
integrate the governing equations, including the Reynolds stress
equations as well as conservation of mean momentum, energy and
species. Preliminary results of this approach were given in our last
status report (Reference 14). It shows promise, but has the
inherent problem that results are sensitive to the parameterization
chosen and when appropriately general vertical distributions are
chosen the resulting equations become algebraically cumbersome. In
essence this approach reduces the work of the computer but at the
expense of the work required for the programmer. In the past year,
we have attempted to modify the approach such that it shifts more
of the work load back to the machine. The governing equations
were transformed to a variable grid coordinate system so that
the grid points utilized would remain at fixed fractions of the
boundary layer as the boundary layer thickness evolves in time and
space. Thus, even under meteorological conditions that lead to

4
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vastly different boundary layer heights all of the grid points will
remain useful, helping to define the boundary-layer flow. Integral
conditions are used to determine the evolution of the boundary layer
thickness.

Numerical tests have shown that five grid points are sufficient
to quite reasonably represent a neutral planetary boundary layer when
the correct boundary-layer thickness is prescribed and the bottom
boundary condition is applied at z = 0.16 where the boundary
conditions impose a matching to the logarithmic surface layer. Based
on this, a technique has been formulated where a surface layer is
used at the bottom of the boundary layer and an inversion layer, if
necessary, added at the top so that the finite difference equations
are only required to resolve the central bulk of the boundary layer.
The grid points in this finite difference region are to be located
at fixed fractions of 6 . The thickness 6 is to be determined by
integral constraints taken across the complete boundary layer.

To this point we have only programmed the integral constraints
in the 1-D, neutral case. We want to develop a completely stable
algorithm for this limiting case before attacking the general
problem. We have attempted several different formulations for this.
Currently, the most promising is based on satisfying the integratedmomentum and total kinetic energy equations. In the limiting casethese integral equations may be written as:

moetmn udo + fVA  (1)

dt

dVA -2 - fUc (2)

dt

dEA 2Ugu4 - DA (3)

dt

with

6

uC  f (U Ug)dz

zo
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VA = V dz

zo

EAf [(U- Ug)2 + V2 + q ]dz

zo

DA =bg 3  dz
A

0

v2 2 w

u = -uwo

v , ° -o

The integrals are composed of a contribution from the surface layer
where U, V and q are given by the asymptotic form derived in S
Reference 17,

U u. I Znz/zok

V f_ + z UL + ZIg Zn z/zo Ug(Z - zo)
ku. f k

+ U.- [z 9.nz/z 0 - 2(z -Zo)]
k n

2 2 17 (U4 + V4.
q =o

and a contribution from the remainder of the boundary layer where
; the variables are defined by the finite difference equations. ',ith

the evolution of the integrals determined by equations l)- (3) the
boundary layer thickness may be determined from the equation
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6 H(U' + V )/EA

when the shape parameter H is known. We have not yet found a
satisfactory stable algorithm to determine H while letting it vary
in response to changing conditions.

Further work is required to develop a stable model which is
generalizable to the more interesting cases with temperature
gradients and humidity, but we remain optimistic that the combination
of integral constraints and a variable grid tied to the boundary-layer
thickness will yield an efficient numerical model.

IV. COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE MODEL PREDICTIONS
OBTAINED FROM DR. BURK'S CURRENT MODEL AT
NEPRF AND ARAP'S ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL

Dr. S. Burk has a one-dimensional, atmospheric boundary layer
model running at NEPRF which uses a second-order closure turbulence
model similar to ARAP's model, but differing in some details. An
attempt was made to make detailed comparisons between the predictions
obtained from these models. Ideally these comparative calculations
should have been carried out for conditions where reliable data on the
"correct" results were available. This was done only to a quite
limited extent.

The first comparison was for the case of free convection where
comparison with laboratory data is available. Figures (1) and (2)
show the results for the vertical and horizontal velocity variance.
For our ARAP model both the 2-scale and the single-scale results are
shown. The NEPRF model should more nearly agree with the single-
scale result. The nearly 20% departure of NEPRF's result for the maxi-
mum value of aw from that predicted by ARAP's model, which agrees with
the data, is somewhat surprising. This is particularly true since
Mellor and Yamada (Reference 18) have previously reported results from
their model, upon which Burk's model is based, to be in agreement with
the data. The horizontal variance of both the ARAP single-scale model
and the NEPRF model suffer the same deficiency at the surface.

Figure (3) compares the temperature variance for the different
models with the laboratory measurements. All of the models agree
reasonably with the data in the bottom two-thirds of the layer. In
the neighborhood of the inversion the ARAP two-scale results came
closest to the data but even it is somewhat lower than the observations.
In this region a large part of the temperature fluctuation is

7
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Figure I - Vertical velocity variance as a function of normalized
height in a free convection layer as predicted by three models.
(See Appendix A for a more complete description of the difference
between the two ARAP models.)
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Figure 2 - Horizontal velocity variance as a function of normalized
height in a free convection layer as predicted by three models.
(See Appendix A for a more complete description of the difference
between the two ARAP models.)
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Figure 3 - Temperature variance as a function of normalized height in
a free convection layer as predicted by three models. (See Appendix A
for a more complete description of the difference between the two
ARAP models.)
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associated with internal gravity waves which cannot be adequately
represented by the 1-D, turbulent model.

The other cases chosen for comparison were attempts to simulate
observations for two different days for which data were obtained
during the multi-platform Cooperative Experiment in West Coast
Oceanography and Meteorology in 1976 (CEWCOM-76) performed off the
coast of southern California from 26 September to 12 October
(Reference 19). Adequate data was not available to make a rigorous
comparison between model predictions and observations as was done
in the free convection case. Here we will show comparisons between
the two model results (the ARAP model was run only in its single-
scale version in this case) and give some indication of how sensitive
the results were to boundary conditions which were not completely
specified by the data available to us.

Figures (4) - (15) compare the results of the two model
predictions for the 3- 4 October case. Both models are initialized
with the profiles available from the 1850 LT sounding [Figure (16)3.
Subsequently the sea surface time variation was input as a boundary
condition to the model from the reported data. The geostrophic wind
was held fixed at 5m/sec, the upper level lapse rate was set at
2.5°K/Km and a subsidence velocity was set to vary linearly with
height (proportionality factor = -2 x10- sec' ). Latitude was set
at 32.750 and the solar angle was set to correspond to 1850 LT with
a declination of 00. The vertical distribution of mean variables and
primary turbulent variances and covariances are shown for three times
(0350, 1545 and 1850) on October 4th.

The two models give generally similar results, but there are
noteable quantitative differences. ARAP's model results show a
somewhat more rapid drop in mixed layer thickness followed by little
change between the last two time breaks. The NEPRF results show a4 thicker mixed layer at the first time break and smaller thicknesses
at the last two time breaks. The height of the inversion as predicted
by the ARAP model is a somewhat better representation of the reported
inversion height variation, but the mixed layer temperature variation

* predicted by the NEPRF model is closer to the observation. More
fundamentally, both models predict clouds to occur as given by the

f) liquid water distribution in Figure (15), while 4 October was reported
as a clear day. The ARAP model predicts denser clouds. Cloud
evolution is somewhat unstable in that once clouds appear they lead
to increased cooling in the mixed layer through cloud top radiation.
This increased cooling leads to increased cloudiness.

The radiational properties of the upper atmosphere were found to
be quite important in determining the results of this boundary layer

. run. Figures (17) - (22) show the results obtained at 1545 when the
previous run was repeated with only one change: that of the water
vapor content in the total atmosphere above the top of the computational

11
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Figure 6 - Comparison between model predictions for mean wind
perpendicular to the geostrophic direction at three different times
on 3-4 October ( ARAP model, ----- NEPRF model).
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Figure 7 - Comparison between model predictions for mean total water
mixing ratio at three different times on 3-4 October (- ARAP
model, ----- NEPRF model).
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Figure 10 - Comparison between model predictions for covariance of v
and w velocities at three different times on 3-4 October
( - ARAP model, ----- NEPRF model).
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Figure 11 - Comparison between model predictions for covariance of w
and the virtual potential temperature at three different times on
3-4 October ( - ARAP model, ----- NEPRF model).
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Figure 12 - Comparison between model predictions for covariance of w
and the total water mixing ratio at three different times on
3-4 October ( - ARAP model, - -EPRF model).
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Figure 13 - Comparison between model predictions for vertical velocity
variance at three different times on 3-4 October (- ARAP model,
.....- ;- EPRF model).
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Figure 14 - Comparison between model predictions for variance of total
water mixing ratio at three different times on 3-4 October
( - ARAP model ----- NEPRF model).
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Figure 15 - Comparison between model predictions for mean liquid

water content at three different times on 3-4 October ( - ARAP
model, ----- NEPRF model).
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Figure 19 - Comparison between model predictions for mean wind
perpendicular to the geostrophic direction at one time for the same
conditions as in Figure 6, except for an increase in upper atmospheric
water vapor.
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Figure 20 - Comparison between model predictions for mean total water
mixing ratio at one time for the same conditions as in Figure 7,
except for an increase in upper atmospheric water vapor.
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Figure 21 Comparison between model predictions for total velocity
variance at one time for the same conditions as in Figure 8, except
for an increase in upper atmospheric water vapor.
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Figure 22 - Comparison between model predictions for variance of
total water mixing ratio at one time for the same conditions as in
Figure 14, except for an increase in upper atmospheric water vapor.
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domain. A change in the parameter HU (defined as the average mass
density of H20 vapor in the atmosphere above the computational
domain divided by the surface density of H2O) from lO

- to 10-1
essentially wipes out all cloudiness. It also reduces the inversion
height by a factor of 2 to 3. We could have used this parameter to
try to make the model results match the limited available data but
this was not the intent. We are interested in discerning differences
between the two models.

Figures (23) - (34) compare the results for 9 October with the
0350 PDT sounding used to initialize the run. In this case the
subsidence was set equal to zero and the geostrophic wind was held
constant at 8m/sec while the sea surface temperature dropped 1.30C
over a 14 hour period. The upper level humidity parameter HU was
held at lO- 3 . The two model predictions agree somewhat better in
this case than in the last. Again the ARAP model leads to somewhat
denser clouds, and the accompanying effects of increased cooling,
increased instability, and increased turbulence. At 1610 the
temperature variation shown for the ARAP model appears to be
somewhat closer to the reported data with a mixed layer vertical
potential temperature of approximately 289 and an inversion height of
approximately 280m.

In summary the NEPRF model and the ARAP 1-D, single-scale
model give generally similar predictions. However, quite significant
quantitative differences do occur, particularly in cases involving
clouds. In all the cases tested, ARAP's model lead to higher values
of liquid water content. The data compared with herein is not
adequate to clearly distinguish which is more accurate.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

The current objectives of our research are threefold. They are:
(1) to improve the basic physics of the model; (2) to exercise the
existing model to exemplify phenomena which may be predicted to occur
and to test model validity; and (3) to simplify the numerics to make
the model more convenient to use. Five specific tasks have been
chosen for the next contract period to provide a balanced program
toward meeting these objectives.

The first task is to improve the cloud physics of the model. The
current model is based on quite simple physics. Thermodynamic
equilibrium is assumed to exist between liquid and gas phase water at
all times. The liquid which exists is assumed to be in the form of
small droplets of specified size. The droplet size is constant in

22
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potential temperatures at three different times on 9 October
(- ARAP model, ------ NEPRF model).
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Figure 24 - Comparison between model predictions for mean wind in

the geostrophic direction at three different times on 9 October
(- ARAP model, ------ NEPRF model).
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Figure 25 - Comparison between model predictions for mean wind
perpendicular to the geostrophic direction at three different times
on 9 October (- ARAP model, ------ EPRF model).
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model, ------ qEPRF model).
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Figure 27 - Comparison between model predictions for total velocity
variance at three different times on 9 October ( ARAP model,
-----NEPRF model).
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*Figure 28 - Comparison between model predictions for covariance of u
fand w velocities at three different times on 9 October (- ARAP

model, ----- NEPRF model).
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Figure 29 - Comparison between model predictions for covariance of v
and w velocities at three different times on 9 October (- ARAP
model, ----- NEPRF model).
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Figure 30 - Comparisons between model predictions for covariance of w
and the virtual potential temperature at three times on 9 October
(- ARAP model, ----- EPRF model).
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Figure 34 - Comparison between model predictions for mean liquid
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----- NEPRF model).
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space and time. Only the number density varies as the liquid water
content varies. In actuality, we would expect the droplet size
distribution to be controlled by a complex interaction between the
turbulent fluctuations in relative humidity and the ambient concentra-
tion of condensation nuclei. Since the droplet size distribution is
such an important variable in determining visibility within a fog of
given liquid water content, we would like to incorporate, at least,
some droplet growth dynamics within our model. We will attempt to
make use of the analytical and experimental studies performed by
other NASC contractors on fog droplet dynamics. The important
interaction between thermal radiation and droplet size will also be
included.

The second task is to continue development of the integral model.
The biggest disadvantage of our ARAP model is its numerical complexity.
It requires both a considerable amount of computer time and a
considerable degree of indoctrination for a new individual to make
appropriate choices of all of the input variables. Our current
investigation of the construction of a simpler numerical model,
based on utilizing integrals of the second-order closure equations,
has convinced us that this method has the potential to make our model
significantly more convenient to use with little loss in accuracy.
From a practical point of view, it appears that the accuracy of the
simpler model will generally be controlled more by uncertainties in
the meteorological inputs than in the differences in model errors
between the sinpler model and the full model.

The third task is to make comparisons between the results of

other rlixed layer models, such as Lilly's (Reference 20), and the
results from both our full second-order closure model and our
integral model to be developed under the second task. Several
parameterized models of the unstable marine boundary layer have

t appeared in the literature. We propose to examine the differences4predicted by the most promising of these and the predictions of our
full second-order closure model. This will permit a checking of
such things as the entrainment parameterization used in the models.

The fourth task is to perform specific calculations with the
* Pexisting program to examine the different characteristics between

warm-water fog and cold-water fog. We have used our model to perform
example calculations involving fog (Reference 12), but have not made
a systematic investigation of the differences between warm-water and
cold-water fogs. Observations seem to suggest that warm-water fogs
are found more often than cold-water fogs. Is this an anomoly of the
observations or is there a fundamental bias in the physics which makes
the warm-water fog more persistent? By using our model to examine the
interaction between radiative and turbulent transport within a fog

4 bank, we should be able to answer this question.

It appears appropriate at this time, after more than five years
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of development, to write a critical review of our ARAP marine boundary
layer model. The plan under Task 5 would be to review the model
formulation and verification tests, and detail the current model's
capabilities and weaknesses. This task would not lead directly
towards the accorplishment of any of the three previously stated
objectives but it should enhance the transferability of our researcn
results to others.

C
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APPENDIX A

Incorporation of an Anisotropic Scale
into Second-Order Closure ,4odeling of the

Reynolds Stress Equation

by
W. S. Lewellen and G. Sandri

(To be submitted for publication to the Journal of
Fluid ,lechanics.)
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modeling turbulent flow is a formidable challenge.

Although the Navier-Stokes equations provide a true representa-

tion of an incompressible viscous fluid, the wide range of

.,cales which occur at high Reynolds numbers serves to preclude

using these equations to represent the flow in direct calcula-

tions except in rare instances. A variety of approaches have

been offered by researchers to circumvent this problem with

various degrees of success. An approach which has yielded at

least some degree of success has been to extend the number of

variables which describe the fluid to include the second-order

turbulent correlations of the primary variables. This extended

set of correlations is governed by an extended set of conserva-

tion laws, the Reynolds stress equations, obtained by taking

exact second-order moments of the instantaneous Navier-Stokes

equations. Second-order closure is obtained by modeling the

higher-order correlations which appear in the Reynolds stress

equations in terms of the describing field of first- and second-

order correlations.

We will not attempt to give a review of all of the models

offered in the literature to close the Reynolds stress equations.iI

Past reviews have been given by Reynolds (1976), Launder and

Spalding (1972), Lewellen (1977)) Mellor and Herring (1973).

Although no complete, up-to-date review of this research area

is available, we believe the model offered herein is the first

attempt to incorporate some influence of an anisotropic scale

into a numerical model. The investigation by Hanjalic, Launder
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and Schiestel (1979) of multiple-time-scale concepts is I
probably the most closely related work appearing in the liter-

ature.

There is a vast amount of information contained in the

details of a typical turbulent motion because of the wide range

of scales exhibited. The process of ensemble averaging neces-

sarily smooths over a lot of this information. But it is a

prediction of the means, variances and covariances of the

primary variables which is generally most desired in engineering

models. The desire is to provide a model which provides an

invariant relationship between these variables for turbulent

flows with different boundary conditions. It appears unlikely

that relationships between the first- and second-order moments

at a single point can be uniquely defined without resorting to

information about two-point averages, since turbulence is a

property of the macroscopic flow field rather than a local

property of the fluid. Thus a critical feature of any second-

order-closure model is how this macroscopic scale information

is folded into the model. Two basic approaches are currently

used. Either the macroscale is prescribed over the flow domain

by bulk constraints, or a modeled differential equation is used

with all of the nonlocal information supplied through the

prescribed boundary conditions. In either case, all macroscale

lengths are assumed to be related to each other by a fixed (for

each model) ratio. This is tantamount to assuming that the

frequency spectral distributions of all the different correla-

tions are similar when properly normalized. This assumption,

of course, is not universally valid.
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The shape of the normalized spectral distributions can

have significant variations. What we propose herein is a

modest step towards allowing the model to use shape information.

In particular, we develop a model in the next section which

permits the ratio of the length scale in one direction to the

length scale in the direction perpendicular to the first to

vary throughout the flow. The development of the model is

followed by an evaluation of the new model coefficients from

data obtained in the atmospheric unstable mixed layer. This

flow is chosen because of the strong variation in the ratio of

the vertical length scale to the horizontal length scale which

is found in the observations of the surface layer in such a

flow.

if
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* 2. MODELING CHOICES C

The Reynolds stress equation for an incompressible fluid

with a slightly variable density in the presence of a gravita-

tional field may be written rigorously as

au uuiu j  _ ;U Ui  u.e

at k ax k x u k  UjUk TXk + gi TO

U. a2 .u.
I~ + V a2 _____

+ gj T- 4 - (UkuUj )

aup auj p~x

+ (i)i, ui

au. au.

-xk axk

Closure of the system of equations at this second-order level

requires that the last five terms in this equations be modeled.

The first three of these represent turbulent diffusion terms.

We will discuss these last. We believe that the last two terms,

the pressure-strain correlation and the dissipation, are

generally more important.

In modeling the pressure-rate of strain correlation,aU. aU.

Pij p + - , we allow for tendency-towards-isotropy, 0

as proposed by Rotta (1957) and generally followed in second-

order-closure modeling, on the broad basis that pressure fluc-

tuations randomize directivity since the pressure is a scalar Q

variable. Several refinements to Rotta's tendency-towards-

isotropy model have been proposed in the literature. These

generally involve the use of the mean strain. We have not C'
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included such a term in our considerations here for two reasons.

First, we want the model to reduce to our previously developed

single scale model (Lewellen, 1977) in the limit of an isotropic

scale and, second, So and Peskin (1980) report that their tests

show the previously suggested refinements to be of questionable

value for a general model.

The presence of a wall or stratification certainly can

introduce a bias into the fluctuations. This directionality,

which can be characterized for our purposes by the normalized

vector gi gg = 1), suggests that a tendency towards axi-

symmetry about gi can also be included in modeling the

pressure-rate of strain correlation. The most general symmetric,

second-rank tensor which can be formed using the normal or

"vertical vector" is

ti = A6.ij + Bij (2)

where A and B are arbitrary scalars. We note that the form

given for t can also be deduced from the assumption that

4 P.. should be modeled as a linear combination of tendency-
1J

towards-isotropy and tendency-towards-axial symmetry.
The tensor that we wish to model, Pij , has zero trace as

a consequence of the continuity equation

,i aui

V 1

and thus yields no net contribution to the energy equation.

Thus, P.j represents only rearrangement (or scrambling) among
J2

the three energy components. We require that the model that we

choose for Pij should have the same property; i.e.,
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tkk 0 (4)

It follows that we have the relationship

3A + B = 0 (5)

We can therefore rewrite tij as

2A 6 ij - i g (6)

A factor of two has been inserted in order to observe the

identity

t = 2A g - i " gigj (7)

The tensor gig. is the projector on the vertical direction

while the tensor 6ij - gig j  is the projector on the horizon-

tal direction. Our tendency model thus has automatically the

property that a source or sink acts on the vertical component

of energy depending upon the sign of A and a counterbalancing

sink or source acts (isotropically) on the two horizontal

components of energy.

We can write our proposed model for the pressure-rate of

strain correlation as :

p aui au2.\

J 6 - (8)
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To complete the modeling of this term, we must relate the two

time scales to determinable characteristics of the turbulence.

At this point, we also introduce the constraint that our two-

scale model reduce to our standard single-scale model when the

horizontal and vertical length scales are equal. At the other

extreme when the vertical length scale is much smaller than the

horizontal, TI  should be dominated by the ratio of the

vertical length scale to the vertical velocity variance. An

expression for Tl, which provides for a smooth transition

between these two limiting time scales is

__( + C -  F (9)
T AH 2 Av AH P

with

2/3
= 1 - (A/AH)

and
)1/ 2

w g i uiuj gj (10)

This expression introduces a new constant C. The exponent

2/3 could be left free at this point but is chosen in anticipa-

tion of the results of the expansion about Av/A H - 0 in the

* ' I next section. The time scale for the tendency-towards-axial

symmetry should depend upon how anisotropic the components of

*the Reynolds stress are. The form we choose is

p _
2 Hq

which introduces two more constants, * and D
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Since the principal contributions to dissipation occur as C

a result of the small eddy motions, most researchers agree that

dissipation should be modeled as an isotropic loss term. We

add to this the requirement of a smooth transition between

appropriate choices for the two limiting cases to take as our

choice(;u, qu.3 03 / 2 lb bq2

xk 3xk  AH AV 3 3 3 i

(12)

This introduces an additional constant, C2 . We choose to

hold b fixed at 1/8, its previous standard value. A simpler

choice for dissipation would have been to model it as propor-
-1

tional to Tl , but this would not appear to give the correct

dependence on a in the limit of Av/A H - 0

The diffusion terms in Eq. (1) are combined and modeled

simply as

a (UkUiU) 1 ip lxi
ax ax. - ax.

-~j~ ~au.u.^ qA 1 I + CI a + (6k gkg)qA axk= c j gk 2qk

(13)

We have refrained from introducing any new model coeffi-

cients in the diffusion terms and have stuck to the philosophy

of a simple transition from the previous standard model when

Av A H to a vertical diffusion which depends only on cw  and

A when A << AH Modelswhich attempt to incorporate more

of the physics of these diffusion terms have been put forward
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by others, but difficulty with the accurate determination of

the required model coefficients risIG any real gains of intro-

ducing additional complexity at this point.

For the thermal equations, we adopt a parallel strategy.

The two relevant modeled terms are the "pressure scrambling"

of the heat flux

T'A uT' (14)3.i/ T 13

and the dissipation of the temperature variance

2k a T', - 2bs =

-k xi axi/ (15)

The diffusion terms are taken as in Eq. (13).

, U P
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3. EVALUATION OF NEW MODEL COEFFICIENTS

The new formulation given in the last section introduces

four new model coefficients CI, C2, &* and D. These coefficients

will be determined using the data available from measurements

in the unstable surface layer. Spectral distributions taken in

the surface layer under such unstable conditions clearly show

the ratio between the horizontal and the vertical scale changing

with height. Figure 1 from Kaimal (1978) shows tne vertical

scale increasing with height while the horizontal scale remains

essentially constant. Data taken under these conditions should

provide valid information for determining the coefficients in

our new model.

The constant in the dissipation time scale can be evaluated

by considering the limit of free convection. In this limit we

expect the turbulent kinetic energy equation to show an essential

balance between buoyant production and viscous dissipation. This

assumes that the remaining diffusion terms are less important

than these two terms. Data as analyzed by Wyngaard (1979) tend

to confirm this assumption. This balance may be represented as

A 3
oA (16)

The free convection limit corresponds to z/L - . Now if

we also consider z/z i  0 then we can expect Av/AH 0

Then Eq. (16) reduces to

3

2gw'e'j 2bC2 a0= 2 w (17)
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Data in this intermediate height range (z/L -- , z/zi  0)

appear to satisfy the correlation

a w (1.3)31/3 (-z/L)1 /3  
(18)

This is equivalent to

3 = (1.3)3 3z kg w'e' (19)w 019

When this is used in Eq. (17)

C = [3(1.3)3 (20)

and if we stick with k = 0.39 , b = 0.125, and A = 0.65z

C2  2.0 (21)

The coefficient CI in -1 can be evaluated by appealing

to the Pw' component of the Reynolds stress Eq. (1). If we

again assume a local equilibrium this leads in the neutral case
I

to

_qU' I - & + C AO (22)
w AO  A

Measurements show (Panofsky, 1974) that aw % 1.25u* and

U' u /IQ , i.e.,

q- (I + C(1.25)2 (23)
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For this to hold when A /A >> 1 (6 - 1)

C 1.25 A 0.65(1.25) 2.0 (24)z . . - 0

It thus appears appropriate to take C1  C2 = 2.

The remaining coefficient D can be estimated by again

appealing to the free-convection, surface-layer limit and

considering the equation for any one of the normal components

of the Reynolds stress. To the same approximation as Eq. (16),

the equation for i'w may be written as

_ 1 (w2 
-q

2 /3) . q2  2 q2
( - - O D

(25)

When this is combined with the energy equation Eq. (16),

the buoyancy term can be eliminated to yield

1i (2 2/ - "--* ( 1 + ) 4 _q (26)
0 - -(w 2 q /3) - q - D q- 3 (26)

In this free convection surface limit we have already seen

that T - 1, -i A/2aw and r3 (A/2 dw)q2, so that Eq. (26) can

be further reduced to

0 =  ( w q2/3) + -* q - D 2 + A (27)

;I~~~~ 2 oecmlagits

Therefore if we wish to permit q2 / to become large,it is

necessary to have &" - 1. In this limit it is necessary to

keep the product of (1 - )q2 /O2 in evaluating D.

2 2 4b 2
0 -w(1 - D) + q /3(1 -l ) + - (28)
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~4b
1D = 1 - - (1 -) - (29)3:(

w

If we take .. 0.2z. then the two separate correlations

..

of vndaard for :H/u and :w/u asv:c.ptoticallv lead to

(q2/2 )(i,, )2/3 = 3/4. Thus when Eq. (10) is used for
w

this leads to

D= 1 =1 7I (3

Note this expansion would not have proceeded sm7oothly if

sone o:ter exponent rather than 2/3 had )een used in Eq.('-')

No new coefficients have been introduced into the

ciffusion terms.

4. ALGOXI H'1S FOR SCALE DLfF'.IIATXO.

The use of separate scales for the hori'ontal fjc--ua-

tions and the vertical fluctuations compounds the proble. of

specifying the model. The single isotropic scale used in our

previous model may best be associated with the vert:ca i scale

in the present model.

Ratner ti-tan atte:.ipt to modify the scale equation, the

* equation we have used to determine ., (Lewel'en, 1977) will

now be used for
-V

SDAv - AV au. vAv
D 0.35 q u. - x4- 0.075q + 0.3 qA x.((~

.375k qAv O.8Av  (31
~~q -- / +i- -, gi-0) (
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Alternatively, we can allow the vertical scale to be determnined

by whichever of the three following bounds govern locally:

i) d < 0.65

ii< 0.2 z

-1/2iii L CwT 32)
wToz

;frst of these recognizes that changes in the vertical

s,,oe ca nnt occur abruptly. Vnen this first condition is

17.-. -n-d with the boundary condition that the vertical scale is

r v".:ediatelv adjacent to a surface, it yields 0' =.65z

" - secnd condition recognizes that the vertical scale cannot

tx",. d a c-rvrain fract ion of the vertical spread of the region

. '-ence The last condition recognizes that the potential

c:-. :.. ,, 'ed with the vert cal fluctuations in a stably

s' r< -ed f;-i i canot exceed the kinetic energy in the fluc-

cnJ on s invclve only a slight variation from

u .!fr r single sca'e model (Lewellen, 1977).

.>e:..r',.tal scale cannot be specified in quite so

" .,t mus, not satisfy either the first

., " " c,,ni ns in Eq. (32. It will satisfy the

. " _n if the two sca'es are equai in the center of

• ".:-,,n Sffiientlv close to the surface, the

. . s, also, app-,r,,ach zero since the horizontal

S;, ion is constrained to approach zero. The rate

,. ... .c .rs wi i depend on the surface roughness as

jh1 I|



the surface shear stress serves to transfer energy from the

larger scale horizontal fluctuation to the small scale fluctua-

tions produced by the large vertical gradients in the larger

scale fluctuations. Although Figure 1 shows AH  remaining

essentially constant while Av  decreases with decreasing z

there is a gradual increase in the horizontal energy level at

high frequency corresponding to a slight decrease in average

AH with decreasing z

Even in the neutral surface layer, there can be consider-

able variation in how Av/AH behaves close to a surface. Some

of the implications of this can be seen by examining the

equilibrium turbulent kinetic energy equation in tne neutral

limit. If diffusion is neglected, as in the last section, this

equation may be written in terms of the current model as

u-U- 2b.3 [ AH°3

A [(I - ) + 2 - -3 - (33)

After some rearrangement, this may be rewritten as

0 3 A 31_q- -v )[ ( - 2 (34)

If the values of k , b , a , and cw/u* used in evaluating

Eqs. (17) - (29) are used here, this yields an equation for

, w/q as a function of A /AH

T f A) 4.83 + 2 -/ (35)

Thus, for :H/Av varying from I to 3, this leads to aw/q

varying from 0.53 down to 0.3. In homogeneous shear flow in a

.49
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wind tunnel, Champagne et al. (1970) reported a value of

w /q = 0.49 while Hinze (1959) reported a value of 0.31 in

turbulent pipe flow. Values between these have been reported

for other wind tunnel and atmospheric studies. These differ-

ences are in the right direction to be consistent with varia-

tions in the anisotropic natures of the eddy scales. That is,

A v/A H  should be closer to one in the homogeneous shear flow

case than for pipe flow.

The third bound of Eq. (32) does not apply to AH Rather

in a stably stratified flow, we expect the occurrence of a

natural horizontal scale associated with the ratio of the mean

horizontal velocity to the Brunt-Viis.l frequency.

We are not proposing a specific recipe for determining AH

for all situations. The derivation of a dynamic equation for

A H would involve considerations similar to those carried out

for the two-point correlation tensor (Sandri, 1978). This

requires considerably more work. The prescriptions used in the

next section will demonstrate the type of specifications we

believe are required.

5. CO'IPARISON WITH EXPERIIENTAL DATA

We will first compare the new model results with atmospheric

surface data. This will be done using a superequilibrium

version of the model. Then complete numerical solutions will be

used to compare model results with data taken across the full

~height of the unstable free convection layer.

~5I
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a) Surface Layer Comparisons

When the turbulent layer immediately adjacent to a surface

is considered, the time scale of the turbulence is sufficiently

small that the ensemble mean values can be assumed to be at

their steady-state values. When this condition is combined

with the assumption of horizontal spatial homogeneity and high

Reynolds number, the momentum and energy equations reduce to

the conditions that the vertical momentum and heat flux remain

constant with respect to variations in height. The Reynolds

stress equations can then be solved for the relationships

between the turbulent correlations and the mean velocity and

temperature gradients. This can be done with the turbulent

diffusion terms included but, since our model plays down the

relative role of these diffusion terms, we choose to first

compare the model results with the data with these diffusion

terms neglected. This constitutes what Donaldson (1973) has

termed the superequilibrium approximation.

When the superequilibrium approximation is applied, Eq.

(1) reduces to

- d. ___du. ut,,
0 -uiw' -- - ulw' di i~~u u z - (j.

Ju.e ui 2
gji i __ 6(6 9 +gi + g TO  3-16i

_[2 0 0 0 3

(36)

To complete the system of equations, we must also add the

heat flux and temperature variance equations:
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dT du i AqU-,"!0 = -u i W - .. + e7 F P(37)
i ~ a 0z d ii (7

0  - dT bs F 7 (38)
0 = we -_ AH

When the last three equations are normalized using the

surface shear stress velocity, u. , as the characteristic

velocity, the ratio of the heat flux to u.,,. as the charac-

teristic temperature, and the Monin-Obukhov length,

L = -(TO u-/g8.) , as the characteristic length, they may be

written in component form to yield seven algebraic equations

to solve for the seven normalized variables:

kz au kz ae aw au av u--_u.' z ' H . z ' .= u. * .'u

and as a function of z/L and AH/L

For our comparisons on the unstable side (z/L < 0) , we

will assume

A V az (39)
; and

and .~ __ +(40)

with y arbitrarily chosen to provide a relatively rapid

transition between a neutral value equal to az for very

Vsmall z and the constant value proportional to the mixed layer

height at larger z As argued in the last section, the actual

transition, i.e., y , should depend on the surface roughness

in any given case. On the stable side (z/L > 0), Av is equal

to az or 0.2L, whichever is smaller, but no limit is placed
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on AH  It is permitted to grow proportional to z for all

z/L > 0 Again, the more precise variation of AH should

depend on surface roughness with a transition from the surface

small scale eddies to the larger internal wavelengths associated

with the ratio of the mean horizontal velocity to the Brunt-

Viisild frequency. Even after the transition, A H will continue

to grow proportional to z because, as will be seen, au/3z

is constant with respect to variations in z/L after the

critical Richardson number is reached.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show that there is not much variation

between the previous single-scale model results for , H or

aw/u* and the results for the current two-scale model. Either

provides a creditable representation of the data. The principal

difference shows up in the horizontal variances. The single-

scale model predicts a variation with respect to z/L only

which is not observed in the data. Rather the data are found

to be relatively independent of z/L and to depend on the mixed

layer height instead. Figure 5 shows the dependence of

/u* H 2 w 2)] on zi/L and z/L as predicted

by the present model. The single-scale model would show no

dependence on zi/L

In the present model modification, we have not adjusted -

any coefficients in the temperature correlation equations. How-

ever, Figures 6 and 7 show that the modification does provide

a modest improvement in representing the data for -/u*e* and 0

e /6* The peak in these correlations, which we previously
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felt was due to experimental error near z/L = 0 where 6. = 0,

is partially reproduced with the present model, although it is

shifted towards positive z/L

b) Unstable Mixed Layer Comparison

The next test of the two-scale model was to repe2at the

calculations of turbulence in an unstable mixed layer (Lewellen,

Teske and Donaldson, 1976) using a numerical code which computes

the full second-order closure set as a function of z and t

Horizontal homogeneity is assumed. For this free convection

problem, a constant positive heat flux is applied at the surface

and a stable temperature lapse rate is assumed at the top of the

domain. With the mean velocity set to zero, a free convection

mixed layer forms adjacent to the surface. The thickness of

this mixed layer increases with time, but the velocity variances

exhibit similarity as a function of z/z i when normalized by

the characteristic velocity

w, [(g W-% zi)/To] I 3  (41)

with z. the depth of the mixed layer. Figures 8, 9 and 10

compare the model results with data from Willis and Deardorff

(1974). Both models represent the vertical velocity variance

very well. The major difference is in the horizontal velocity

variance. The two-scale model provides a much better represen-

tation of aH near the surface and some improvement near the

inversion. It also provides improvement in the representation

of the temperature variance near the inversion.
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Figure 8. Comparison of free convection prediction and experi-

ment for the normalized vertical velocity fluctuations,

TW = '/w .', as a function of normalized height

Z = z/z i , where w* is the characteristic convective

velocity and zi  is the depth of the mixed layer.

Model predictions are for the two-scale model (---)

and the single-scale model ( ---- ). The solid data

points are for laboratory observations given by

Willis and Deardorff (1974).
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Figure 9. Comparison for the normalized horizontal velocity
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Figure 10. Comparison for the normalized temperature fluctua-
tions TT = T-'Tw'2/(wT8)2 as a function of normalized
height Z = z/z i  Data points and predictions are
described in Figure 8.
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although the comparisons between model and data shown here

suggest some further adjustments in scale modeling and/or more

sophisticated diffusion modeling are desirable, they do indicate

that the use of a two-scale model has the potential for signifi-

cantly improving model predictions. This is particularly true

for the correlations involving fluctuations parallel to a

surface.

Other applications of turbulence closure models to the free

convection problem may be found in the work of Mellcr and

Durkin (1975), Garwood (1977), Zeman and Lumley (1976), Lumley,

Zeman and Siess (1978), Wyngaard (1979), and Warn-Varmas and

Piacsek (1979). The last four of these attempt to improve upon

the modeling by bringing in more information about the triple

velocity correlation. This assumes that the basic difficulties

in the modeling are due to inadequate representation of the

local single-point higher correlations on the local value of

the lower order correlations and their derivatives. We have

chosen the alternative approach of bringing in more information

about the macroscale flow. Due to the existence of large eddies

in the flow, we believe it is more important to bring in some

rough information about the nature of the two-point correlations

, !than it is to delve more deeply into the intricacies of the

relationships between the single-point higher order correla-

tions and the derivatives of the single-point lower order

* Icorrelations.
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ABSTRACT

The interdependence between the transport of water vapor

through the atmospheric boundary layer and its distribution

within the layer is reviewed. The problem is approached using

second-order closure, turbulent transport modeling with the

results related to simple mass transfer coefficients. The

dependence of moisture fluctuations on such parameters as

wind speed, thermal stability, and surface roughness is

sur.arized. The results of example calculations are used to

illustrate such phenomena as: the influence of water vapor

flux on boundary layer stability; the interaction of water

vapor with a strong temperature inversion at the top of the

boundary layer; the interaction between thermal radiation,

condensation, and turbulence when phase change occurs in the

I 9 boundary layer; and the relative role of different size eddies

in transporting water vapor across the boundary layer.

This work was supported in part by the Naval Air Systems Command,
Contract No. N00019-79-C-0366.
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INTRODUCTION

The atmospheric boundary layer, which consists of approxi-

mately the lowest 1 km of the atmosphere, plays a key role in

controlling the cycling of water thru the atmosphere. On a

global average basis, the turbulent transport of water vapor

thru this atmospheric layer must balance the average precipi-

tation of liquid water, about 1 m per year (Coantic, 1978).

This transport is achieved by turbulent eddies mixing the air

with high relative humidity next to the surface with dryer air

above it. Thus the distribution of water vapor within the

boundary layer is inherently dependent upon the transport of

wa-er vapor thru it. It is equally dependent upon the dynamics

of the turbulent air motion in this layer.

Although it is the turbulent eddies which drive the trans-

port of vapor, it is just as valid to note that the latent

energy transported thru the boundary layer with the water vapor

is ultimately responsible for fueling most of the atmospheric

motions producing the turbulence. As pointed out in the previous

paper by Klemp, the intensity of an atmospheric storm can depend

critically upon the water vapor content of the boundary layer air

which feeds into the storm.

To understand the transport of water vapor it is necessary

to understand the dynamics of the turbulent eddies ranging in

scale from approximately 10 im to 100 m next to the surface.

The smallest eddies dominate the transport close to the surface.

At increasing altitudes, the scale of the eddies most responsible

for vapor transport will also increase. Since we are limiting

our attention to a boundary layer thickness of order 1 km or

less, the largest scale eddy of interest is of order of a few

100 m. Larger scale motions must be broken down to smaller

scales by shear production before it enters directly into the

vertical transport of vapor close to the surface.
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In the next section, a review of turbulent transport modeling

is given using a second-order closure approach. This allows some
of the physics of the production and decay of turbulence to be

incorporated into a semi-empirical framework for investigating the

sensitivity of vapor transport to such variables as wind speed,

thermal stability, surface roughness, etc. These turbulent trans-

port equations can also be integrated to indicate to which para-

meters the simple bulk mass transfer coefficient is sensitive.

Results of several example calculations are reviewed in later

sections.
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MODEL EQUATIONS

The ensemble-averaged, Eulerian equation of mass continuity

for a species concentration may be written as

DC -au ic a2 CDt ax.- + D - + S()

1 ax.l 2.

where C is the mean value of the concentration of a species such as

water vapor, c is the fluctuating value, u i is the fluctuating

velocity in direction xi , D is the molecular diffusion coefficient

and S any source term. Equation (1) is exact but undetermined even
if the mean velocity Ui is known because of the presence of the addi-

tional variable u-T re-resenting the ensemble average of the corre-

lation between the fluctuating velocity ui and concentration

fluctuations at a point. The vertical component of this turbu-

lent transport of species is the primary variable of interest to

us here.

An exact equation can be written for this variable (e.g.,

Donaldson, 1973).

- -uui +
N'c ~ C - W + 9W -: awXj

1 1 O

P- d + Dw 2. + VC (2)

p z ax. x
. 2.

The first two terms on the right-hand side are production terms

due to the interaction of correlations and the mean concentration

or velocity gradients. The third term is a buoyancy term repre-

senting the direct effect of a correlation between the species

and virtual potential temperature fluctuation e v  The co-

efficient to this latter term is the ratio of the gravitational

acceleration g to the reference temperature T0

The last four terms on the right-hand side introduce variables

other than second-order correlations and they leave the system of
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equations undetermined. The task of second-order closure is to

model these terms as functions of the second-order correlations

and the mean flow variables. A simple modeled form appropriate

for high Reynolds number flow and providing, at least, the minimum

information needed to close the system may be written as

(Lewellen, 1977)

-- W t - ;W- 0.75q -DTC +E- ce v + 0. 3 A(q 1i W

DT ~ 9x 1i ax1  T0  v axq~) ax.5gAD-T- w i 0 ix3

(3)

The coefficients to the last two terms are carried over from

modeling the velocity and temperature correlation equations, while

q and A represent velocity and length scales of the turbulence.

When dealing with a plume, it appears necessary to recognize that

the velocity and length scales for the species fluctuations can

be quite different from those of the velocity or temperature

fluctuations (Lewellen and Teske, 1976), but for the spatially

homogeneous case of most interest here, this problem will not

arise.

We do not expect that the last two modeled terms in Ea. (3)

used to replace the complex terms of the exact equation will

faithfully represent all of the information present. However,

for most problems, we are interested in only a small part of the

information contained in the complete turbulent spectrum. We be-

lieve that the two modeled terms provide at least the minimum

* amount of desired information needed to close the system at the

second order. The first modeled term introduces diffusion to

prevent excessive gradients in the species flux. The other

* modeled term, a tendency-towards-isotropy term, introduces the

* required feedback which permits the flux to reach an equilibrium

level even in the presence of large production contributed by the

first three exact terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (3).

The effect of buoyancy on transport comes into Eq. (3) in

two ways: through its influence on the stability of the velocity

fluctuations, and through the buoyant term involving the cross
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correlation of the species and the virtual potential temperature, cv

which appears directly in Eq. (3). This term is not a result of

our closure modeling but arises directly from the buoyant term

in the momentum equation. However, modeled terms must appear in

the equation derived for ce- - If these are treated in a

similar fashion to those in Eq. (3), the equation for c6v may

be written as

Dc-ev aC a sv
Dt V x

aoc .45q
+ 0.3 - qA x A(4

J J

With the velocity and temperature fields specified or calcu-

lated from similarly modeled equations (Lewellen, 1977), Eqs. (I),

(3), and (4) form a closed set to determine C , w-c , and ce

when appropriate boundary conditions are applied.

The humidity transport can influence the velocity and

temperature fluctuations even in the absence of phase change

through the buoyancy terms involving 0v since

0 = T - T + g- + 0.61T H= C + 0.61 T H
v O C O OP

with H the mean water vapor mixing ratio, c the specific
P

heat of air, and 0 the mean potential temperature. In the

marine atmospheric boundary layer, the contribution of the

moisture flux to buoyancy can sometimes exceed the contribu-

tion from the temperature difference. In terms of the Bowen

ratio (E = c P/Lw with X the latent heat of evaporation)
cT

= w-(l + 0.61 c T )

-7v we(l+ 0074
v. )

Typical values of 6 for the air-sea interaction are z0.05.
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INFLUENCE OF STABILITY IN THE SURFACE LAYER

For the steady state spatially homogeneous case which should

be appropriate close to the surface, but above any sources or

sinks of the surface elements themselves, Eq. (1), (3), and (4)

reduce to

wc = const. (5)

_C + -e _Agwc
T- - A (6)

0
z + Cev - A

. O

0 -wt - c- +WCC3 ' (7)

when the diffusion term in Eq. (7) is neglected on the basis that

c.Iv  is approximately constant, then Eqs. (5)-(7) can be mani-

pulated to give Awe

-c__ __ ___ .3 Aq 9C (8)-+ A0_ Il
L 0.34

The term in the bracket is a function of the Monin-Obukhov
3 2- 2-similarity variable z/L (L = -Tou3/kg - with u2=uwo +vW)

only. In terms of the usual similarity variable c I Eq. 8 can

*after some manipulation be written as

u..kz C -3kzuq/4

wc [l - 1l.3(u*/qw-w)(z/L)]

with k ,von Karman's constant, equal to the value necessary to

make

kz u -1( 0 ) k Zu z I

In Eq. (9) v / z has been replaced by (we v/WC)C/ z in

recognition of the fact the model treats ¢c as identical to

. This function as obtained from the temperature data of

Businger, et. al., 1971 is shown in Figure 1, along with the

predictions using a second-order closure model with the dif-

fusion terms included (Lewellen and Teske, 1973). In this
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calculation, A was taken equal to 0.65z except on the stable

side where it has an upper bound equal to 0.2L Most data

appear to agree that ¢c = e , although some data have been re-

ported at variance with this theoretical result (e.g., Verma,

Rosenberg and Bladd, 1978). Two factors which can sometimes allow

the humidity to be transported by the eddies in a different manner

from the temperature are thermal radiation at sufficiently low

wind speeds and the possibility of the boundary conditions being

introduced at different scales. These factors should be the ex-

ception rather than the rule.

Figure 1 shows that humidity gradients will be strongest

where there is either strong transport of humidity, low winds,

or where the flow is quite stable.

Humidity transport data are often reported in the form of

a bulk transfer coefficient
wh

Cq Ur(Hr - H- (10)

with Ur and H r  taken at some arbitrary reference height such

as at 10m Equation (9), in combination with a similar but

quantitatively different function 4m for U/,z , can be inte-

grated from the effective surface roughness height z to zr to

yield Cq as a function z /Zr  and z r/L . However, attempts

at correlating data in this fashion have only met with modest

success as illustrated in Figure 2 fro Smith, 1974. The rela-

tively large scatter in the data is not adequately explained by

the uncertainty involved in the effective z for a water sur-O0

face with waves. It probably also represents some difficulty in

measuring the true surface temperature of the water.

The problem of determining the bulk transfer coefficient

for transport across the total boundary laver can be subdivided

into the problem of transporting across the separate layers

which make up the boundary laver. There are at least four

separate regions which can usefully be defined: 1) the surface

sublaver or canopy layer, 2) the surface constant flux laver,
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3) the main boundary layer, and 4) any capping stable inversion

layer. Equation (10) can be rewritten for the total boundary

layer as

Cq = (U riRi) (d1)

where R. is defined as an individual layer resistance
3.

R. = AHiWh (12)

The best defined region is Region 2 where R2  is a

function of thickness and L only. For a neutral layer it is

given simply by

UR 2 = 1.9 Zn(Z/ZSL.) (13)

where zSL is the top of Region 1. The influence of stability

on R2  through the Monin-Obukhov length L is given in Figure 3.

The sublayer "Region 1" resistance is usually parameterized

in terms of an effective roughness zo  The effective roughness

for morentum will not be equal to the effective roughness for

mass transfer, in general.

To better urderstand the difference between the effective

roughness for momentum and the effective roughness for moisture

transport, it is necessary to look at the transition layer which

generally consist; of some canopy of vegetation over land and a

wavy surface over water. Integration of the momentum and species

equation across this transition or canopy layer of height h with

appropriate source and sink terms proportional to the wetted area

per unit volume, Aw , leads to

h
C ~~ ( CAw Chs7d

S .... (d (14)
C q VA~ W C hC (4CD.'h -

h (3/4)3 / 4 (l + f CfAwq hdz
\~~ D~J'w Uh
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Figure 3. Incremental resistance to deposition as a function of
height and stability as given by surface layer functions.
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where D/v is the ratio of the molecular diffusivity of water

vapor in air to the kinematic viscosity of air, Dp/Df is the

ratio of pressure-to-friction forces on the surface elements.

The 1/4-power exponent appearing in Eq. (14) is only appropriate

for D/v Z 1 . The ratio of the two integrals is a function of

element shape, S and Reynolds number, Re so that

CD (D/ )1 /4G(ReS)I _ _ __ _ _ _ (15)

Dh (3/4) 3 4 (1+Dp/Df)

Under standard conditions, D/v z 1.5 for water vapor diffusing

in air, so for a rough approximation setting G = 1

C 1.37 (16)
CD h -+D f

The ratio of pressure drag to friction drag should be ex-

pected to increase with wind until wave breaking occurs to

greatly increase the contact surface area between air and sea.

Thus, Cq /CD should first decrease with wind speed and then

increase as wave breaking occurs.

Within a vegetation canopy the drag ratio depends upon the

structure of the canopy. It has values of 3 or greater for a

typical forest canopy (Thom, 1975).

Examples of calculations of the resistance across the outer

boundary laver and the upper inversion layer will be given in

* the following sections.

In considering transport thru the main boundary layer we

will concentrate on conditions leading to an unstable mixed layer

capped by a stable temperature inversion. Three reasons for

this biased treatment are: 1) that on the average the boundary

layer is unstable; 2) the majority of water vapor transport occurs

under unstable conditions since R2 is sufficiently large under

stable conditions to impede transport; and 3) it is simpler than

for stable conditions. The reader interested in second-order
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closure model results of the inherently unsteady, stable layer
is referred to Lewellen et al. 1974, Yamada and Mellor 1975,

or Borst and Wyngaard 1978. Simple parameterized models of

the stable layer have been recently given by Zeman, 1979 and

Yamada, 1979.
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TRANSPORT THRU THE UNSTABLE MIXED LAYER

Typical profiles of potential temperature and water

mixing ratio in an unstable mixed layer are given in Fig. 4,

The data shown here were taken from the Air Mass Transportation

Experiment (AMTEX) as reported by Wyngaard, et al. 1978. The

surface layer relations hold to altitudes of approximately

0.2 Z. and then the layer is essentially uniformly mixed up

thru approximately 0.9 Zi  The moisture content in the mixed

layer is a function of time but Cq remains a function of z/L
and z0 /L only.

The top portion of the mixed layer and the capping

inversion layer introduce additional parameters into the

problem, namely temperature, humidity, and velocity jumps

across this thin sharp gradient region. As long as phase

change does not occur, the similarity between temperature and

humidity transport should remain valid in the form

_i (17)

Since &H/ C is generally negative the ratio of the fluxes

must also be negative. Figures 5 and 6 show data on the

moisture and heat flux variation within the mixed layer.

The complementary temperature-humidity correlation is given

in Fig. 7. The temperature-humidity correlation is positive

*at the bottom and negative at the top. The curves represent

the results of A.R.A.P.'s model simulation of correlations

approximating those reported.

The available data does not meet the conditions necessary

for a rigorous model verification test (Lewellen et al. 1979).

The model is started with the mean flow variables approximating

those reported for 15 February and the turbulent fluctuations

allowed to adjust to these mean distributions. The geostrophic

wind was adjusted to give the reported value of the surface
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shear stress and the sea surface temperature was adjusted

to yield the reported value of surface heat flux. These

adjustments also fix the surface humidity flux which agrees

with the reported value to within 10 percent.

In the lower half of the mixed layer, the model predictions

fall well within the scatter of the data. There are marked

disparities in the upper half of the mixed layer, but there

appears to be a good reason for this disparity. The model

predicts relatively dense scattered clouds between 800 m and

1355 m (maximum liquid water content equal to 0.69 gm/kg) and

the authors of Ref. 23 report stratocumulus clouds over as

much as 80 percent of the area in the upper five hundred

meters of the mixed layer. Since cloud water affected their

temperature and humidity measurements, they attempted to

stay out of the clouds while taking the data. Thus the data

points represent the profiles in the cloud-free environment

between the clouds while the prediction line represents an

ensemble average including the clouds.

When there are no clouds present h- is positive at

.while w is negative as predicted by Eq. 17. However

when clouds form in the upper portions of the mixed layer

thermal radiation becomes important and destroys the similarity

between temperature and humidity profiles. The curves shown in

Figs. 4-6 include water vapor condensation and thermal radiation

as detailed by Oliver et al. 1978. The short absorption depth

of the infrared radiation within a cloud ensures that cooling

is confined to a relatively thin layer next to the top of
the cloud. Turbulent transport delivers the heat from down in

the cloud to the cloud top to balance the radiational cooling

at the top. Thus in the presence of a cloud hw/_ew is positive

at z. even when LA/AH < 0
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BOUNDARY LAYER WITH STRATUS CLOUD

A boundary layer over a large expanse of water capped

by a subsidence inversion will turbulently ingest moisture

from the surface. Long-wavelength cooling of the water-vapor-

laden air may then lead to condensation somewhere within the

layer. In an expansive basin or region influenced only by

advection in the form of a steady subsidence, a periodic steady

state may form in which a solar driven diurnal cycle exists

about a mean boundary layer state with a steady mean inversion

height controlled by the radiative conditions (season and

latitude), surface temperature, and upper conditions (wind,

water content and subsidence) set by the larger circulation.

Such an episode was illustrated by Oliver, et al. 1978 for

conditions approximating the summer stratus laver along and

off the coast of California.

The conditions for this illustration were selected to

generally conform to the conditions described by Neiberger

(19-.) and more recently observed by Mack et al. (1974).

Surface boundary conditions are established for a fixed

te :,rperature sea state of 17°C, surface water mixing ratio

at saturation, and surface roughness determined by Froude

scaling. Radiation conditions are for latitude 40oN at

summ=er solstice. Geostrophic conditions set an upper level
-1

wind, U of 10 m s and subsidence whose characteristic
S -5 -I

value is 0.5 x 10 s (Neiberger et al., 1961; Lilly, 1968).

Initial conditions (which will be lost after several davs of

simulation) were selected to correspond to a mildly stable

temperature profile of lapse rate ev/Fz = 0.0030 C m -I and

clear sky with an initial relative humidity of 0.9. The cal-

culation is begun shortly before sunset the first day and runs

for six days. Behavior during daylight hours must be considered

somewhat approximate in the present illustration because

droplet scattering of direct solar radiation would reduce

solar penetration into the cloud interior.
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The quasi-periodic evolution of cloudiness in the

boundary layer is shown in Fig. 8. The stratus grows both

downward and upward during nocturnal periods and thickens

until sunrise when the solar ht ting begins to disperse the

stratus. Radiative cooling is dominant at the cloud top and

produces an unstable lapse rate within the cloud. A cor-

respondingly enhanced turbulence production is also maximum

in nocturnal periods and in the upper portion of the cloud.

The radiation cooling at the cloud top strengthens the capping

inversion which oscillates up and down over the period of the

diurnal cycle.

We note that the predicted cloud base in these diurnal

cycles is highest in late afternoon and lowest in early

morning (Fig. 8) while cloud top is highest in early morning

an . lowest in late afternoon. Correspondingly the inversion

heicht is highest in early morning and lowest in later after-

noon - a result which is opposite to that for inversion height

cycles driven by solar heating in the cloud-free boundary

laver (Lewellen et al., 1974). This predicted result is in

accord with the stratus observations of Neiberger (1944) as

well as those of Mack et al. (1974) in which they detected

a di-,rnal variation of inversion height in the presence of

Californa coastal stratus which reoularlv showed maxima in

the early morning. It is, of course, the radiative-turbulent

drive of cloud-top cooling which allows the radiating laver to

propaoate condensation upward during the night while turbulence

cools the cloud interior below.
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RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT SIZE EDDIES

The unstable boundary layer can often get organized into

eddies which extend the full height of the mixed layer in

the form of longitudinal roll vortices aligned close to the

direction of the mean wind. An example of the clouds resulting

from this motion are shown in Fig. 9. When the boundary layer

is treated as spatially homogeneous then the motion of these

roll vortices must appear as part of the turbulence. To

examine the relative contributions of the smaller scale random

turbulence and the relatively organized large scale rolls, a

two dimensional calculation was performTned in the (y,z) plane

perpendicular to the axis of the rolls (Lewelle. et al. 1979).

Periodic boundary conditions were applied so that the domain

covers a wavelength X, in the v direction. The vertical

domain extended from the surface (represented by an effective

roughness z ) to slightly above the capping inversion. The

coordinate system permits the horizontal roll vortices to appear

as part of the ensemble mean motion when calculating the

unsteady flow in the unstable boundary layer.

The numerical code partitions the energy between the

mean background motion which is a function of the vertical

coordinate only; the mean quasi-periodic, two-dimensional, roll

vortex motion which is a function of z and y ; and the more

random turbulent motion which, although three-dimensional in

character, is only a function of y and z in the mean.

The energy in the organized roll motion varies with the ratio

of the wavelength, , of the roll to the inversion height

zi , the instability of the layer as measured by the ratio of

the Monin-Obukhov length, L , to zi , and the angle, ,I , between

the roll axis and the geostrophic wind. Figure 10 illustrates
K the cross-sectional structure of the stream function of the

roll motion for an angle of -10
° , /z. = 3 and L/z. -0.1
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to approximate observations. Surface conditions are chosen
appropriate for a sea surface at constant temperature. Results
are scaled in terms of the characteristic velocity

1/3

to minimize the influence of changes in we . (The angled
s

bracket represents an average over y.) The geostrophic

velocity is held at UG 1 10 m/s throughout the calculations.

The corresponding cross-sectional structure of the

turbulent kinetic energy and the humidity are shoum in

Figs. 11 and 12. The nuierical results for the relative

contributions of the mean roll motion and the roll modulated

turbulence to the transport of momentum and heat compare

reasonably (Lewellen et al. 1979) with the observations of

LeMone (1976).

In Figs. 11 and 12 the background levels have been

removed; hence Aq2 shows some regions of negative values.

The updraft region shown in Fig. 10 produces a band with a

spread of about 0.25 A which has greater than background

C and q The rest of the q region is dominated by

a much broader area of less than average values of Lq2

Figure 12 shows a noticeable, almost jet-like character to
AC . The heat flux is concentrated upward in the same region

also, producing a temperature overshoot.

The vertical structure of the flux of a species such as

humidity from the surface is shown in Fig. 13. At the surface

the vertical transport is all carried by the small scale

turbulence designated by <w-E> but at z/Zi Z 0.4 approximately
2/3 of the vertical flux is contained in the mean roll motion

designated by <WC> The heat flux structure is similar
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(Lewellen, et al. 1979) except for an undershoot in <We>

above z/z 1 0.75 forced by the capping inversion.

As illustrated in Fig. 9, the most common way of
visualizing the organization of the mixed layer into a
longitudinal roll-vortex structure is the observation of

cloud streets. Figure 14 shows the relationship between
liquid-water-content contours and streamlines of the roll

motion. The case shown in Figure 14 is somewhat different

from that detailed in Figs. 10-13. In the calculation for the
earlier figures the species C transported from the surface

is treated as a passive tracer. For the calculation of Fig. 14,
the species was interpreted as humidity and allowed to condense

under appropriate conditions. The subsequent energy release is

responsible for the minor change in streamline appearance

between Fig. 10 and Fig. 14.

When radiative cooling was added to the computation

, illustrated in Fig. 14, the cloudiness increased to a complete

stratus condition. The subsequent strong increase in cooling

from the top of the mixed layer forced a marked change in the

roll structure. The wavelength decreased sharply and the

, resulting mismatch between the computational domain periodic

,* conditions and the desired wavelength of the phenomenon

destroyed most of the organization of the simulation.
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REFRACTIVE INDEX FLUCTUATIONS

The basic turbulent correlations predicted by the model

can be used to predict fluctuations in the refractive index

for the propagation of electromagnetic waves. A parameter

of major concern to the engineer is the Refractive Index
* 2Structure Function, C which describes the intensity of

n
refractive index fluctuations over the inertial subrange of

turbulent eddies. The combination of primary variables,

temperature and humidity variances and covariances required

to compute C2 depends upon the wavelength being refracted.

formula for radar was derived by Lewellen and Teske

(1975).

C 2  =7.3 x 10-3 A-2 /3 R +2B
n(radar) T

-L2 i+ 2) (0.61T. + B) ev +

[B2 + (1 + TH [(0.61T.)2 + 2(O.61T.,)B]] PH'

where B = 7,730 , p is in atmospheres, T is OK and
is water vapor mixing ratio. It includes the influence of

; mean humidity level which is often important in the marine

' P boundary layer, but was neglected by Wesely (1976). Burk

(1979) deals with the prediction of acoustic, optical and

microwave C2 throughout the planetary boundary layern

using a model (Burk, 1977) similar to that presented here.

Figure 15 gives the contours of C2

model for one set of conditions. (Sea surface temperature

200 C, Ug = 10 m/sec , -i0 , zi/L = 10, Me/z (above

mixed layer) - .01°/m, H M 2.5 g/Kg.) This set of conditions

differs from that given in Figure 14 because we wished to show

a cloud-free case. The figures show that the highest values
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of C2  occur near the surface and in the vicinity of then
inversion. There is also considerable variation across the

roll.

A comparison between one-dimensional and two-dimensional

temperature and humidity variances shows that the major

difference between one-dimensional and two-dimensional pre-

dictions occurs in the region of the inversion.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Viable means are available for estimiating the distribu-

tion of water vapor and its variance in the atmosphere boundary

layer. However, the techniques discussed in previous papers

in this volume for observing water vapor in the atmosphere

should provide the means for obtaining data which can be used

to improve these nodels. This is particularly true in the

neighborhood of the capping inversion and for the stable

boundary layer. Although a number of simple entrainment models

have been published for mixing across the inversion (e.g.,

Deardorff 1979 and Yamada and Berman 1979) none of these are

very accurate for predicting the temperature and humidity

fluctuations which occur there. A need exists for sufficiently

complete data sets which can be used to either provide empirical

correlations of mixing across this layer or to test the validity

of second-order closure models such as the one described herein.

Comparisons between the results of two-dimensional and

one-dimensional simulations of the same mixed layer problem

(Lewellen et al., 1979) lead to ideas as to how the one-

dimensional model may be improved by incorporating some

features of an anisotropic length scale. We are currently

attempting to complete this model modification. Alternative

approaches to improving the model are being pursued by others

(e.g., Lumley et al, 1978; Wyngaard, 1979; Gibson and Launder,

1978).
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Micrometeorological Applications of a Second-Order Closure
Model of Turbulent Transporl

W S Lewellen, M E Teske, and Y, P. Sheng
Aeronauica Rewearch A %ociale, of Prirceton. Inc.
50 %% ashv$iton Road P 0 Box 2229. Princeton. N J.. 08540. LSA

Abstract

Recen applications of the turbulent transport model onginaUy de'eloped b\ Donaldson to
some problems of practical importance in micrometer rolon are discussed Fout parscul.,;
examples considered are the local boundar\ la.er gust front emanating from a thurderstorr;.
the lo -level wind and turbulent distributions of a tornado. the transport of ,omentum. heat
and species withir. a surface )aer canopy , and longitudinal roll vortices in the unstable plane.
tar\ bourdar, la\er Results for the last e\ample are discussed in some detail Compariso.,
are made betweer, a one-dirensona2 and a ti o-dimensional computation of this phenorreno:

List of Symbols

C Mean species concentration x, y Horzonta coordinates
c Species fluctuation Z Vertical coordinat,
g Gravitational acceleration Height of mixed la\ r
H Height of vegetation canopy :0 Surface roughness V...gh,
h Height of numencal gnd a Angle betw.een the toll a',s and the
L Morn..Obukhov length geostrophac wind
P Mean pressure 6,, Kionecker delta
q Root-mean velocity fluctuation e#& Alternating tensor
i Radius A Turbulent macroswale
F Radius at which maxAimum swirl occurs ) Wavelength of the roll

Tune e Mean temperature
L U,.L>./, Mean velocity components 0 Temperature fluctuation
u,. u U Fluctuating velocit> com- 8. -%- iL.

ponents o. Standard deviation of longitudnal
UG Geostrophic wind wind velocityF. U. Friction velocity o, Standard de'iation of vertical
U Mean longitudinal velocity' wind velocity
u Fluctuating longitudinal velocity V Kinematic viscosirt
V Mean transverse velocity p Density
v Fluctuating transverse velocity tk Streain function

, W Mean Vertical velocity 12 Earth's Yotation
w Fluctuating vertical velocity
w. Characteristic velocit) for free con.

vec.ion
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Int rod uctlion

T he basic turbulent transport model used in these applicarions is that outlined b% Dow.lJsoii
(I I and described in detail b% Le%%ellkit [_j Simple closure approximations Acre made to the
equations for the ensemble-aserae!d. single-powti second-order moments of the flucruating
%ariables The theme of the present paper is to discuss the %.arious application rather thar-, to
rede rise the rnodel Since insanance is ar eswerita! feature of the model, the same modelirs
coef:Iients are used for ait the arpp.ations The basi. modeled equations are gl~en ir the Ap-
perd.>\ Alt~hough this simple closite cannotl be expected to faithfull\ represent a1. of the irlor-
ma ton present in complex micromereoroog;.al turbulent noc's, the addled ph\ s;-s incorporar.
ed ir the se~ond-ordeT correlatior eq, a,,ons perilits an influence of such phenomena as bo\.
wn.-, ar d rota~jrn to he .aJulate,' dire.lJ Aitll.oui resorting to ad hoc eddy% viscosity fixes

The first three examrples .J oni> be discussed ver\ bnefl , but the foarih V%;!l be pre-
w edL:. greater &dll because it not onil- helps to illuminate the influence that roll wcric.es

C\;:Ii or tie turbulent trar sport of momentumn. hea' and species. but also the stron.g and Aeak
r!i o" the basi, turbulence cloijre model

Tltuiderrstormn Gust Front

TI egust ftrnt caused b% the co!ld outrlo~k en-ana'rg from a thurde-i,.crm- hai beer. modjed
'..an a\is. rnmerric u -emenrtjor- of oj, rur .. :nce model 131 The si.m .reJ is't~.
:1 aTJed ir Fig I Nke idcal~e the outfloA~for the thunderstorm a, a cod let of terr.ptri

02 1- vrLpr~gmg notrmaJ to the ground. re'ejs ed at a heighr :,, %w;iY serc er I kil
T, 2,i-peranwre defect h'elo\A the a-bient terI-Pe74rUre is caused b\ esaporition 0! I-dllirc r,;n
bre.!jife! * din air at some atitue :> ,:a

The prir\ .dnables in th~s sirnulauor. are the temperature defect (belo~k 4T-nb~er i of dUt

jet ;t dir&neter. and the hcighr! a, A~h~zh it is relea.~eJ The larger scale updraft ssit,.n vkh;.h
J~e lo~krdrift is embedded Ail pla% a role in, rerArd.r.C the lalet~rme gust ftor 'Aihn thle c r.
P~ijnorcd domnain, but should not be a critica facto; a-, loni as the tnflo\% .elociry ts sr, ;e r
dihir thtc resi'tlng intema] sunulated \eloc;)Ies The otheT Critica patA.Metr2 -e the surfaxe
tC: .TC-,r the surface rougnes . and the statbi~r of the amlI'ent atmrosphcre Ir. vr effori
to te.ajaie hu ardous conditions for aircrafi operations, a sensirtiw anal% sis ha' beer, per-
tir-ned ithe gust front as a function of ft~e different (iitnensionless pbs sical parameters

fit,

FeS, 1. Coordinate <' ierr. for
the asi" mmrctric raial

tihunrrdf'orrn ru'r fronit
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Fig. 3. Modol %lir31on of the leading edgc of a put fromi %hen vituahzed int u tin of %,rmrcrmturc

One .%a\ to foliovu the structure of the developing gust is to observe the mrokernent of a
fixed temperature value line, in this case 0 = - 2 OC, as shown in Fig. 2 for the simulation
sketched in Fig I At:I = 0 the initial linear profile is shown, but by t1-200 s the structure

.4 ~ has developed into a moving front. At t 340 s the front has torn away from the downdraft
region. At later times the strength of the gust decreases as the effect of the area change be-

* comes more important, Hoviever, the height of the gust appears to gro%% slowly , so that by
t1,000 s the E) -2 OC line reaches nearl\ I km in altitude at a distance of nearly 8 km
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- ~ ~ -- Fig, 4. The IcAdii edgr of a ihj'4r-

- %(Photo b% Andyev, 'atsi- M..4r.
Fionda. '1975)

from the source centerline. The front is still quiie strong at this point, and is moving out%% aid
at approxnmatel) ' .6 mns.

Wheni out nurnencall\ simulated fiont is visualized in terms of the temperature defect
Lntenit). the leading edge appears as sho%%n in Fig 3. There is a er\ strong qualitafri.e sun-*
Iarit\ between thispicture and the grust front as visualized b) dust in Fig 4 '(adso, see picture
in 16] The quaniiiatre predictions of wnammrur mean velocit\ .velocit\ shear and %arianc e

also appear consistent with available observations.

Tornado Boundary Layer

The stroncesi wind5 occurring in nature are those in a tornado. In order to estimate ir. loads
on slrnjcrures. wer h3Ve modeled the tornado boundarn Ia) ey 17 agair using the avisN mrtn
,ersion oF our basic turbulent transport model. Here we have chosen a computer simulation
%%ti~h sho-As a resemblance to the 1974 Xenia. Ohio tornado. The domain's outer rad~us and
top are both placed at 400 m. The surfaze toughness is tak~en to be large (0 4m tio coriespon d

II
SI 7

A 1L
ij \T.1/. /

S. Wa UneIilc\cnot.4 i.6 errda tlc oo"freri

raia and Mtca cordnta er norializi- bj Fthe .ta ada fOl)CftOifrt'sm
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to a relatively urban area. All components of the velocity are specified at the outer radius in-
flow boundary and relativel free zero slope conditions applied at the top of the domain.

The mean tangential and radial velocity field is given in Figs. S and 6. The velocities are
normalized b> the maximum tangential velocity Miuch occurs at r a 180 m. z - 100 rn. Cur-
rent,, boundar. conditions are not known precisel enough for the absolute value of the
max'num velozit\ to be predicted by the model However, from photogramnrietric analy ses,
it appears the tangential velocity should be scaled by a maximum value of approximately
100 ms

A dominant feature of the flowfields computed to date 18, 91 is that the maximum winds
occur at qcle lo%, altitudes The surface layer plays the rather paradoxical role of increasing
the 'elociry in the neighborhood of the ground at small radii, before actually reducing the
veloc t to zero at the surface. The strong radial Lnflow in the surface lay er permits the stream.
lines to penetrate to smaller radii here than at higher altitudes. Even mithout total conserva-
uor, of angulat momentum, this permits higher swirling velocities to develop. The simulation
also predicts that the rtm.s average of the velociry fluctuations reaches values as high as
0.3 1,, Th:s large magnitude of the fluctuating velocities indicates that they should be con-
sidered In setting design criteria The maximum damage will most likely occur where the fluc-
ruating eloc:ties add to the mean velocit.

Flow Within a Surface Canopy

A :ano.p' of .egetatior presents a complex lower boundary for atmosphenc flows For flow
Aell aio-e th:s canop\. it is usually idequate to characterize the boundary in terms of orl an
aeto~J\ nami roughness. z0 But for floI, within the can0op itself, a more detailed represen:a-
tio. Is required Our motisation for deta ling this flov is to aid in the prediction of the dry
deps;twi) of gaseous SO. and particulate sulfate.

44
, a

S I 4 6 0 iit 0 .i

Fl. 7. Comprion of A R.A.P model pfediction ,iwid data from She, et at. 1. 121 in and above a corn
canor, thii.c H i, canop, heigbt. L'. the frction velocrt above hc canop , U/U. the normalized mean
SIonjiLtudinal i nd vrlocitn o'lT. and owT. the dimen ,onle" standard deviation, of the lonitudinal
and %,ertoca ,,ocmr%, and i -u' /L'2.) the dimcrionlet, It nold- stre%
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A second-order closure model for canop) flow has recently been presented b) h'ilson and
Show 10]. The principal difference between their model and ours is that we consider heat
and species transport as well as momentum transport. We also use a somewhat more general
representation of the drag per unit Mume of the vegetation. The comparison of the mean
disnbutions of velocity, Reynolds stress and velocity variance predicted by our model are
compared with some limited data for a corn canopy [I1, 12] in Fig. 7. Although detailed plant
area densities must be given for any type of vegetation, the modi can predict the variation in
surface layer heat and species transport as a function of surface Reynolds number (..:o/P),
Prandil number and Schmnidt number for an) given plant area density distribution 1 13].

Roll Vortices in the Planetary Boundary Layer

The final example, which we will discuss in more detail, is that of computing the longitudinal
roll vortices which often occur in the unstable planetary boundary layer [14]. This boundary
layer feature can often be visualized as in Fig. 8 by the streets of clouds which occur at the top
of the upflow region between the roll vortices. The simulation is performed on a two-dimen-
sional grid, stretching over a wavelength Xs in the y direction, and from the surface (represented
by an effective hy drodynamic roughness z0 ) to the total height h of the numencal grid. At a
position zi < h. the temperature profile is damped back to its background gradient. capping
the domain and forcing :, to become the inversion height. A U mean vanables and turbulence
quantities are initialized with profiles from a compatible boundar\ layer solution of our one-
dimensional code. The spatially homogeneous one-dimensional code necessarily treats the mo-
tion arising from the roll vortices as a part of the turbulence. Periodic boundar) conditions are
applied to the two-dimensional Cartesian version of our model. This permits horizontal roll
vortices to appear as part of the ensemble mean motion %hen calculating the unstead, flow in
the unstable boundary layer.

The numerical code is free to partition the energ, between the mean background motion
which is a function of the vertical coordinate only: the mean quasi-penodic, two-dimensional.
roll vortex motion which is a function of: and i: and the more random turbulent motion which.
although three -dimensional in character, is only a function of and: in the mean. The energ.

'A X[ "
I ALIA~,J~4A

444l- I .,...a
.,Fif. 9. Vie% of cloud streets

1" " .over the coast of Georgia as

, - -  .. . . --- "Jseen b) Apollo 1141
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in the organized roll motion varies with the ratio of the wavelength. X . of the roll to the inver-
sior height :,. the instability of the la\ er as measured by the ratio of the Monin-Obukho\
length. L. to :,. and the angle beteen the roll a.is and the geostrophic wind. Figure 9 tllus.
trates the r\ pica] cross-sectional structure of the stream function of the roll motion for an
a ge of - I0- . :, 3 and L :, -0.1. Surface conditions are chosen appropriate for a sea
sr.raze at constant temperature. Results are scaled in terms of the characteristic velocty

J )/3

.= 00  "' - !
to minimize the influence of changes in w o .(The angled bracket represents an averaee o~er Y.)
The geostrophic velocit is held at t'G = 10 m s throughout the calculations. To m~ai n the
roll structure. we impose periodi. boundar, conditions on all vanables at v = :t, 2. so that

- whateer goes out one side will enter the other.
The corresponding cross-sectional structure of temperature. velociT, turbulent kinetic

energ . and passive species released from the surface perturbations are sho\,n in Figs. 10
through 13. The numerical results for the relative contributions of the mean roll motion and
the toll modulated turbulence to the transport of momentum and heat compaje reasonably 15)

S., with the obserations of LPoIic 1161.
Figures 10 through 13 shov, strongly similar results for differences above background

.1i average for L'. E), q. and C. Here th background lesels hate been removed: hence Aq shows
some regions of negative values. What is obvious from all four plots is that the updraft region
shown in Fig 9 produces a band of less than background Land greater tian background G. q,

and C. The t pical spread of this region is about 0.25 X. The rest of the q2 region is dominated
I 1b) a much broader area of less than aerage values of Aq2 .Figure 7 shows a noticeable, almost

jet-like character to U, although it must be realized that IUm,, = 0.0% (L'maa and may not
be that easil) detected. Consistent with this undershoot in A L' is an overshoot in A1 (Fig 101.

Ii although there is also an overshoot coming down from near the inversion height on the down-
ward side of the roll. A very broad region exists where AE0 is nearly zero, implying little varia-
tion of 9 in v. These results are all consistent with LeMone's observation that the turbulence
was largest -'here the vertical flux was up%ard. The heat flux is concentrated upward in the
same region also. producing the temperature overshoot.
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L Fig, 13 shows the contour pattern of the roll-averaged AC, showing it to be qualitatively
similar to the transport of .10 off the surface. No retirn transport exists, since C is assumed
to go to a snall value at the top. LeMone observed clouds near the top of the updraft repons
of flow, but this observation should not be confused with our species results. The passive spe-
cies is fairly uniform across the domain (ACma = 0.050 (C)ma ).

If the closure modeling were exact, the one-dimensional (hori2ontal) homogeneous) anal-
ysis of this problem, which averages over the periodic large edd\ roll structure and treats the
roll energ% as part of the turbulent kinetic energy, would yield the same answer as obtained by
hor2ontallk averaging over the two-dimensional result. Since the two-dimensional computauon
allows the dominant large eddy structure to be determined, the closure modeling should be less
critical in this computation than it is in the analogous one-dunensiona computation. For this
phenomenon, which has a strong to-dimensional character, our model represents an inter.
mediite step between depending completel\ on closure modeling and depend;ng on sub-grid

0 Fg. 14 1 0 FW. 15

+- 6

- 2 ID

00-

0W a2 4h smfl .8i 0u u 6 a

1> Fi. 14. Compan'on bIe\n thw on. g-----onj a--d

iv 2tluo-dimensional pred)tion, fozriia \onludrr3! ar
aance. or the r_4mo n3acnu) a,.i or lhr y-

(7- > vared. larpe scale roll .onuiutior i denoed t,\

0 2 4 6 ILV2 and thie srmalter scale iurbuicrice b.\~
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closure mode~wc 11 71. Thus, the trko-dimensional result can be used to check strengths and
weaknesses of the one-dimensional model.

The separate components of the velocity variance are shown in Figs. 14 through 16. There
is a reasonable companson betvxeen the vertical variance predicted b\ the one-dimensional
model and the sp3fla average of the tvko-dinensionad results. But the other two components
show~ significant differences.

1 0
/

6
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zfz
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14 -12 -O 0 8 -606 -04 - C2 0 0

Fg. 1?. CoatnP3axof bCeCoe the onead;r Piori and to-d.mcn'ionJ prodiction, for mhodel
isc :.'a ' ona iurr flj\.The .aee rtll conriroi d ted b LU' and the jrtnion
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The analogous comparisons of the vertical momentum flu, and the vertical heat flux are
shown in Figs. 17 and 18. In the middle of the mixed laN er, a major portion of the turbulent
transport is carned b% the large roll strucrure. In spite of this, the one-dimensional model is
able to model the turbulent transport reasonably well except in the vicinity of the upper inver-
sion. Both the one-dimensional and tio-dimensional models predict a heat flux wuch is coun-
ter gradient over approximatel% one-half of the mixed lab er depth. The two-dimensional model
predicts a larger undershoot in the heat flux near the inversion. This seems to be associated
w'-th the fact that the tvo-duiensional model car account for more influence of the wa'e mo-
tion in the stable region than is represented in the one-dimensional model. This is perhaps shown
better in Fig. 19 which shnws the temperature variance. By far, the largest contribution to tem-
perature vanance at the top of the mixed layer is the %xave motions induced by the large rolls.
Hovever. even the small scale rurbulent variance is approximatel) a factor of larger than that
predi;ted b% the one-dimensional model at :,', 1.

/ 2. 
2

z /Z'

C2

4

42-

0 4 8 16 20 24 28 32

Fig. 19. Compasi'or beeen the one-dimensional and tro-dirrn,onal predtictin, for the tcrmr:au.c
,ariance The) -acaged roll contribution i, denoted b\ 02 and the twibulc-r contrition b.\ ,

IV Figures 14 through 19 shoA, that although the turbulent transport compares quite favorab\
Y for these two models. there is considerabl) more kinetic energ' near the surface and near the

irversion in the more correct two-dimensional model. The deficiencies of the one-dumenstonal
model appear to reflect the difficulty of modeling with an isotropic turbulent macroscale, It is
clear from the tko-dmensional simulation as it is from field observations 118] that at both the
top and bottom of the domain, the characteristic horizontal scale of the turbulence is much
larger than the characteristic vertical scale, It appears that the next step in improving the model

* I calls for incorporating some structural shape in the scale representation 119].
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Appendix

Model Equations

The model equations of motion for an incompressible fluid in the presence of both a graVita-

tional and a Conohs body force, with the mean variables denoted b% capitals and the turbulent

fluctuations by lo%.er-case. ma) be written in general tensor notaUon a follows.

&-u- a 8TI 7 a, (E - 0 I
at ax 6 -s

ax,

r X; ax,

a 1; , .T - L g-
aXA ax) ,U,-O x, T g' -

- :(,A,~ IfIA [;,L41 - 2 f~jk!21d,U'

+4 .3 aI A

ax. A 3 I

a :,, - ae - au;

-- ax , - -u,u1  o.3~ -- + g, ."--- c,,fi0.3 -- A au, 0.75q 0

xq7 A .' " --. u ,O

a a r aer a a 45sqO.
+ a 03-- I A -. ----a a ax, d.X dX A

aI ad A at! a a
LI 035 -y 6,-ij + 0.*075 q +0.3 :- I Aat dX, ax, dX' x

-0.375 k.% + 0.8 qIU,6

The oveybar represents an ensemble average, and q 1 41e n
Along w teh the differing boundan. conditions for the individual problems, an upper bound

is placed on A depending upon the spread of the region of turbulence.
For the canop) flov, examnple. variation with respect to one coordinate oril\ is per-mitted.

Also extra sink terms must be added to the equations for the mean variables and both source
and sink terms added to the Rey nolds stress and heat flux equations (13). The other three ex-

amrples permit dependence of variables on two coordinates. The flovA ma) be either planar or

Acknov.Iedg-ment The examnple inv"~Iqations diicu ed in thi, pipet ha~e been supported b the National
AeronautIC' and Spaec Adrnintration. the Nuclear Repuai(..) Commitkw,. the Electric PoA ci R~each
tn~ltuue and the haval Az! Syuzeri Command.
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